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Prototype GSS Dart No. 001 ran strong 
and straight in its first outing at the track. 

Suspension still needed to be dialed in. 

--

The 1968 Hemi 
Dart is back, and 
it's better than 
ever. Anyone for a 
10-second street/ 
stripper? 

By Cliff Gromer 
Photos by TheBruntBros 

W
ithout question, the baddest 
stick on the block back in 
the supercar days (nobody 
called them "musclecars" in 

the '60s)-was the '68 Hemi Dart that was 
modified by Hurst for Chrysler. This car even 
looked nasty all decked out in its primered 
gray body with black gelcoat fenders and 
fiberglass hood with the big scoop. Forget •, 

,. that the Hemi Dart wasn't so hot as a driver 
on the street. In fact it was terrible-and 
illegal. But if you wanted to be king on the 
strip or late-night street action, nothing could 
come close. Of course, you either did this 
with a dealer plate, or no plate, since Hemi 
Darts couldn't be legally registered in any 
state. 

If you missed out on the Hemi Dart the first 
time around because you were making only 
a buck an hour and couldn't scrape up the 
down on a $4600 car, or because you hadn't 
even been born yet, you've now got another 
shot. That's right, a better-than-new 1968 
Hemi Dart, and from no less a legend than 
the performance king, Mr. Norm, himself. 
Norm sold more new Hemi Darts than anyone 
in the business. 

Norm came up with the idea for this 
outrageous street-legal machine, with the 
help of Al Kamhi, of Blue Moon Performance, 
in Winter Springs, FL. Blue Moon is a high 
end·co.lstom shop, and was awarded "Best 
Engineered" honors at the prestigious 2006 
Grand National Roadster Show in Pomona. 
This is the same outfit that's building the 

., ..some of the new 1969 Baldwin-Motion Super 
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Strange 60 rear comes with 4.10 cogs. 
Suspension gave the car a tight-but not 
stiff-feel. 

Gauge clusters are restored and feature 
black numbers on white background. 
Hurst T-handle shifter comes with 
both stick and auto trans. Red button 
controls Gear Vendors overdrive on the 
727, and activates a line lock on manu
als. There's no console, because the 
original never had one. Heater block-off 
plate features laser etching with VIN, 
sequence number, and Norm's signa
ture. Gauges fill the radio's real estate. 
Period-size Autometer tach sits above 
dash on special bracket. 
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Body is the straightest we've 
ever seen. All new glass is 

made_ by_ P,:G •• : 

u exits behind front ~I. 
. Cuat9m_ga1 taP#ne allbWS for rear 

exhaust exit ff desired. 

Lift-off hood has special bracing to pre
vent flex and warping. 

·camaros for the Chevy crowd. The Moonies 
can crank out just about anything you want. 
Have a yen for a '67 Coronet R/T with a Max 
Wedge? No problem, just pick up the phone. 

But, back to the Dart. Each car is custom 
ordered and hand built. There is a base 
package, and your imagination serves as the 
option sheet. While the original Hemi Dart 
was a racecar, pure and simple, the new Dart 
is a comfy cruiser as well as a strip screamer. 
Does a 1 □-second, pump-gas street car 
pique your interest? 

The challenge was to build the car taking 
advantage of current technology, without 

Please turn to page 14 

j Bolt-on engine swap kits - No k-member changes. 
A,B,F,M,J,-body Fast install, easy fit! Hi-flow 8/RB Tri-Y headers 

'73&up 
A,B,F,M,J 
V8&S6 
loBn!B 

'&1-n 
A-bodyVB 
&Slanl6 lo 
Bn!B 

'73&up 
A,B,F,11,J 
S61oSmall 
Blocil 

'67•n A-Body 
S61oSmall 
Bloclc 

Bolt new engine to factory specs on your original k-member; no welding or 
elaborate fabrication. Biscuit kils include powder-coated brackets, insulators 
& bolts. Spoof kils include brackets, polyurethane inserts, bolts. $150+$12 S&H. 

Hard to find! Factory replacement & swap kits 

20% step-up.1-5/8' - 2'- 2 1/2'. For automatic, power-steering or manual, doesn't 
capture starter (mini-starter o.k.). Easy install with engine in place.'67 & up 
A,B,C,E,F,M,J and '62-66 B-Body $500 uncoated, $580 w/chrome +$20 S&H. 

-

S.C,E-bodyMIB 
$120!$12 S&H. 
340060, 135+ 
$12S&H 

• 

67-nA-Body 
426 Hemi swap kits! 62-72 B, 70-74 E, 66-73 C-body 

Spool mount strenglh & insulation. No welding or fabrication, bolts 
to factory specs on VB or 8/RB k-member. Ftts original & crate 
Hemi. $250+$12 S&H. NEW! '62-65 B-body kits now available! 

=(r 
$120+$12 
S&H '66-87 Full-size Truck 

-

ZBn!e -~ · 

8/RB kits! 

$135+$12 $135+$l2 ~~. ~7::so-Direct bolt on. Brackets, 
insulators & bolts, 2 WD & 
4 WD $150 + $12 S&H. 

Poly replacemen7spool mounts . "' I. . d, 
73&upA,B,F,M,J-bodysmal/ ~ • {'>.;: 
block & B/RB. Just like original J 
-only better, with durable ure- , • 
lhane inserts. For 318, 340/360 •r,,, Cross-ection 
or 8/RB $150t$12 S&H. s 

"Poly-Loe" Mounts 
Revolutionary urethane mounls wilh internal 

Heidi 't down' Stordam locking ~lale~bthat prevent blowed•ou,ts whthife 
, pen1ng v1 rat1011s transm1tt rom e engine movemen & chassis. Available for '67-72 A, '62-72 B, '66-73 

, C, '70-74 E-bodyVB & B/RB, $150 + $10 S & H. insulator blow outs. B & E-body original 426 Hemi, $250 + $10 S&H. 
Adjustibfe Torque Strap. 
Heavy-duty rod ends, 
urelhane bushings, DOM 
tublng.Frts pwer steering, 
VB & 8/RB. A,B,E-body. 
$65-1$8 S&H. 

seals, snug-fit, precisely engineered to 

Polyurethane tranny mounts 
~ 

' 

Durable polyuretha. ne, early & 
. bolt-thru styles - '62 & up. Also 
conversion mount for '66 & up 
!rans into '62-65 B-body. 
$75 +$8 S&H. 

Dakota 4 banger & V6 to VB and 
8/RB swap kits! 
Dired bolt on using 
existing holes. Kit 
includes two mount• 
in9 perches, brackets 
& insulators, botts & 
instructions. Available 

· for 318, 340/360 or 8/ 
RB. $385 + $20 S&H. 
Also available (not 
shown) 727 adaptor 
bracket, $55, with 
tranny mount, $75. 

Dakota & truck 8/RB & VS 
oil pans also available 

Flexible dipsticks: 
Hemi, All B/RB, 
Dakota 
Made by Milodon. Braided 
stainless steel. Includes hose, 
indicator and mounting bracket. 
$58+$8 S&H. 

Tired of w:;!/!!! !o~~!~~~r;~~!!? Call ll~ l~, ] I ~I lo lrdor 
your car year & body. '63-76 A,'62-70 • • 
B-body, $11.50+$4.50 S&H. Specify '62-65 8-bod~ year & body. Includes seals, base 
gaskets, installation instructions. • Hemi dipstic s 

. 't ur website Designed for SGS swap kit --~=~--=-, Complete Firewall Gasket Kits, A,B,E-body. VISI O wrm headers.Stock look wilh 
Steering column, master cylinder, healer tubes, IA...... • e•Swap5,C01h custom fit.Comes w/tube, indi· 
acceferator,heater/blower, electric bulkhead •r vvw,eng1n ''1 cator & clamp. $48+$8 S&H. 
connect & AC gaskets. Precision cut, no lrim-

a..;:;; __ ..::.,:;;_..._-::;:~~ ming. $21.50+$4.50 S&H. Specify year & body, Ch k rd COD 
With or without AC. ec ,. money o er or • 

~ ~-~·~'"'"" A&kaboutour 
GET/MPORTANTTECH INFO 

PI.Jny • ubOY ,,,. our proiect belore yo 
1 
~ 

''lh . pl< I I 
\ 1 e Engine Swaps S101 l 

°9, iust S3.50 (include• khmacher Creauve Services / v~~ acllYE HnlcE 
2025 NE 123rd. Seattle, WA 98125. 206-364-7151 mllllary discount 
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528-inch stroker Hemi pumped out a dyno'd 727 HP. Mill uses MP Megablock and Indy Legend Hemi heads. An a/I-aluminum street 
bullet is said to be in the works. 

Ca/Tracs rear suspension features adjust
able preload with split mono/eat and trac
tion bars. Note added section in middle of 
whee/well. 

taking the '68 Dart out of the '68 Dart. Some 
of the other clones, like the Motion Super 
Camaro, with its wide fenders are more cari
catures than faithful repros. And, they cost . 
thousands more than the Mr. Norm's Dart, 
which is the real deal. As was true with the 
original, the new Dart places emphasis on 
unreal acceleration. 

The original Hemi Dart came through 
with radio and heater delete and no back 
seat. The reborn Dart, in stock trim, comes 
through radio and heater delete, but it does 
have a back seat. Blue Moon will add stereo 
and NC if you wish, but they hide the units, 
to maintain the original flavor. The Moonies 
will even delete the back seat if you wish. 

Body 

Blue Moon starts out with a '68 Dart 2-
door, which they take completely apart. They 
keep basically the bare shell, fenders, doors, 
trunk, dash and seat frames. Most everything 
else goes on eBay. The shell is treated to a 
complete rotisserie restoration. Most resto 
shops media blast the sheetmetal to remove 
paint, rust, filler etc. But this creates heat 
which can distort the metal. Blue Moon uses 
an exclusive water blasting process that 
does the same job without the heat. 

Working with a company that water blasts 
bridges and huge water tanks, Blue Moon 
had them develop special heads that at a fine 
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Control Freaks front suspension uses upper and 
lower control arms and coilovers, and rack-and-pinion 
steering (see also below). Gives a great road feel. 

setting can remove just the clear coat layer 
of a paint job. At the other extreme, the water 
jet will blast off everything, including the 
factory seam sealer, leaving the metal super 
shiny. An additive in the rinse water prevents 
the metal from oxidizing. 

The shell is then mounted on a chas
sis table where the rear tubs are split up 
the middle, and the inside part of the tub is 
moved inboard 3-1/2" up to the subframe. 
The gap is filled with fabricated sheetmetal 

containing bead rolls. Blue Moon designed 
their own subframe connectors, which are 
welded in. 

The body is then blueprinted, which cor
rects the factory anomalies in the sheetmetal. 
Because of the curvature of the factory 
stampings, the lower part of the left and right 
quarters were not identical. They are identical 
when Blue Moon finishes with them. 

Please turn to page BO 

f:.ER Overdrive Systems 
'i1iID ~ CJ1J M \f, 'lD flf0 

A-B-E Body - Auto or Manual Transmissions - We've Got You Covered 
Increase Fuel Mileage, Re~uce Engine Wear, Improve RPMs. Smooth Quick Shifting and Quiet Operation. 

Our Complete Overdnve Systems Are Easy ta Install with Factory Look and Na Engine Removal. 

''.Keisle~ has helped. thousand~ of Mopar guys enjoy the pure pleasure of their smooth shifting, 
ETr1mpr0vmg, gas-saving overdnve set-ups." - Rick Ehrenberg, Engineering Editor, MOPAR ACTION 
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(Continued from page 14) 

Non-stock, flush-mount filler cap is an 
aircraft application. 

Because tire technology of the '60s 
required 28-31"tires in the rear, the origi-
nal Hemi Dart quarters had huge cutouts. 
Today's sticky rubber compounds don't 
require such tall donuts to hook up. But the 
Moonies didn't want to lose the flavor of the 
original cutout shape. They snipped off the 
little reveal that's on top of the fenderwell, 
and raised the opening about 3/4". The 
quarter maintains the same exact shape of 
original cutout, but it's not nearly as tall. 

Suspension 

Up front, Blue Moon uses the front 
suspension designed by their sister com
pany, Control Freak Suspensions. It comes 
complete with K-member and cradle, upper 
and lower control arms with coilovers and 
rack and pinion steering. The control arms 
are heavy gauge steel tubing. A cross bolt 
on each coilover mount completely takes 
the stress off the shock towers. The entire 
structure bolts into the original four mounting 
points. The motor mounts in the stock Hemi 
location. The suspension is designed for 
launches that pull the wheels over 6 inches 
off the ground, and then slam back down 
without changing the alignment settings 
one iota. The rack and pinion is mounted up 
front so it won't interfere with any oil pan you 
want them to install. Suspension bushings 
are graphite-impregnated poly. Still, make no 
mistake, this setup is basically a drag race 
design. 

According to our tech editor, this setup is 
fine for an occasional 150 MPH freeway blast 
but, it's probably not up to factory durability 
standards-like, 100,000 miles of potholed 
NYC streets, especially since all the suspen
sion loads are now carried by the front rails, 
instead of being evenly distributed through
out the center of the car via the stock torsion 
bar anchors. And there's no longer any X
bracing of the front rails, since the K-member 
is replaced by a single cross bar. However, 
his major concern, the cantilevered outer tie 
rod end attachment and design, which could 
fail catastrophically. This will, according to 
Kamhi, be rectified before job one is sold by 
tooling up for a new steering knuckle that will 
place the tie rod in a better location without 
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Five-spoke wheels look like Hurst forged 
aluminum rollers of the '60s. Spoke bears 
engraved "Mr. Norm's" moniker. Low-pro
file, super-sticky Pirelli P-Zero rubber is 
sized 225/45-17 front, and 285/40-17 out 
back. 

the need for spacers. 
Kamhi, however, argues that this is not 

a drag race setup only. The geometry and 
coilover spring ratios allow the vehicle to be 
very user-friendly on city streets, highways 
and the track. Very few suspension sys
tems, factory or otherwise, can tolerate NYC 
streets for 100,000 miles. Just ask any Big 
Apple driver that's had to replace factory 
suspension components after 40 or 50 

Seat frames are rebolstered for more sup
port. Top quality leather replicates original 
stitching with real pleats sewn from the 
back. Rear seat Jets you take the kiddies 
cruising. Three-inch wide seatbelts are 
standard. 

thousand miles. Kamhi maintains that this 
suspension will survive the daily rigors of 
driving in most locales with reasonable street 
maintenance, and it will maintain both its 
user friendly and track capabilities over the 
long haul. As a matter of fact, Hemi Dart No. 
2 will drive the entire 2007 Hot Rod Power 
Tour. 

Please turn to page 96 
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__________________ EXPIRES ___ _ 

CHECK SIZE: □ LARGE□ X·LARGE O XX·LARGE□ XXX·LARGE (additional $3.00 Dollars) 

ITEM# DESIGN: ______ _ 

SEND TO: MCG PUBLISHING, INC 
P.O. BOX 15489 • BATON ROUGE, LA 70895-5489 

FAX: 225-274-9033 • www.moparcollectorsguide.com 



Remanufactured ~ 
Power Steering '½-. j '; . 
Gears and Pumps ¥ 
IIDCl/1119 

Sales ■ Service ■ Testing ■ Installation 
1000 Barnett Road 

Columbus, Ohio 43227 
614/231-4064 Fax 614/231-5712 

800/253-4327 (Orders Only) 

~ 
...._ - c:e:,...:e.nr:.~ ·• 
Stslnleu& QEMSteel 

E-Braks CabJ,s 
fl/so Brake 

Valves 

SHllFJI'-R-.AlilM 
Mopar Shifter Improve,nent Kit 

Convert your existing automatic llans!lti$ion shifter lo give 
you the action of lhe legendal)' "slap-stick• shifter and the 
look of a manual shifter. Use any aftennarket grip available. 

No cultlng or permanent modifications required 
www.duncan-motor-spoits.com 

Duncan Engineering. Rahway, NJ 07065 -{732~388-7454 

TORSION BARS 
The Right Bar for Your Car 440 426 383 
.:;:::::::::::: Bolt & Swivels -. -. Removal 
H. D Torsion Bars Boots and Seals •• Tool ~ 

Inc 

Toll Free: 866-487-3417 
www.musclecarexpress.com 

OEM,IMiber 
FlexHOSBS 

~~ 
.-..••"" 

StsltJl611$ & OEM 
Straight Lenglti Sets 

ii,\\.. :2~~ ~ ~ct) 
~,,-, ~~.. 11/ ~\\ _ _;:, 

Tubing Tools Brake & Fuel Stainless Braided Transmission & 
Bending Tools Clips Flex Hoses Engine lines also 

Highest Quality I Best Price I Largest Selection 
lnline Tube makes parts for all classics from the 1940's to the mid 1990's. Whal sets us above the rest is 
our unsurpassed Inventory of lines and our_commilment to provide only the highest quality parts available. 

15086,: Drive &Ml T , Ml 48316 Web Site: llltlraetube.com 
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(Continued from page 80) 

The rear suspension uses a CalTracs 
system-a monoleaf spring split in the center 
and overlaps itself. From forward spring 
mount to rear mount there is an adjustable 
traction bar that goes to both sides. The big 
advantage is that you can adjust the traction 
bar to set the preload of the spring's rear 
portion to tailor it for dragstrip or street use. 

Engine and Drivetrain 

The 528-inch Hemi stroker is built by Van 
Gordon Racing, in Upland, California. (www. 
vangordonracing.com). They start with a 
MP Megablock, and fit it with a Callies 4340 
crank, Eagle rods and 9.5:1 Wiseco pistons 
fitted with Speed Pro low-tension moly rings. 
Up top are Indy Hemi Legend heads that are 
mildly worked. Valvetrain and hydraulic cam 
are by Comp Cams, and Van Gordon blue
prints the valvetrain geometry. An all-alumi
num street Hemi block option is said to be in 
the works-a weight savings of 150 lbs. 

Milodon came up with an oil pan that took 
2-in. off the bottom and added 4-in. to the 
rear compared to stock, giving 5-6" of ground 
clearance. A Mocal oil cooler keeps the 
engine happy. 

Feeding chores rely on an MP crossram 
that's cut to fit the profile of the heads. Holley 
Hemi carbs are modified by changing the 
primary jets and installing downleg boosters. 
Van Gordon removes the secondary dia
phragm, drills out the vacuum supply orifice 
to .080", installs a Holley yellow secondary 
spring, a #11 O needle and seat, and inserts a 
1 /2" thick phenolic spacer between the carbs 
and manifolds. 

Fuel resides in a 14-gallon, custom, rolled 
stainless steel tank built by Rick's Hot Rod 
shop. An external Mallory pump feeds to a 
filter and then through hard lines under the 
car to a regulator and lightweight racing hose 
to each carb. 

Ignition components are by Mallory and 
Acee!. The motor is electronically limited 
to 7250 RPM. C_ooling is no problem under 
any conditions with the Smiths radiator. This 
company specializes in just A-body rads. No 
electric fans are needed. 

Some 30 header companies were con
tacted to supply headers for the Dart, but 
Dawson Racing Headers was the only one 
that stepped up to the challenge. They kept 
refining the tubes, until the headers were 
a true-bolt-in fit. A 3" exhaust takes it back 
and exits behind the rear wheels. One cool 
feature is electrically operated dump tubes. 
Hit the switch and that pulsing unbridled 
Hemi will knock the straight-pipe Harley boys 
off their rides. Flip it again, and you're cool 
when the man shows up. The full exhaust is 
ceramic coated, inside and out. 

All the engines are dyno'd and come with 
a certificate certifying output. Horsepower 
on this mill is stated 727 at 6400 RPM on 91-
octane pump gas. A milder 472 stroker also 

is available with HP in the 625-650 range (but 
that's for wusses). 

The drivetrain from the flywheel back 
is rated for 850 HP. You get a choice of a 
4-speed manual or a 727. Both are built by 
Bowler Performance Transmissions. The 
A-833 4-speed uses Passon components 
with his. new overdrive Hemi gearset, so 4th 
is a .80, not 1 :1. At 65 MPH you're turning 
only 2500 RPM. This is a beefy setup with an 
11-inch Hays/Lakewood clutch components 
and 18-spline shaft. 

The automatic offers an optional Gear 
Vendors overdrive hung on the back of the 
727, sporting a ratio of 0.80:1. Here again, 
you're turning 2650 RPM at 65, vs. the stock 
trans' 3100, a bit higher than the manual due 
to converter slippage. 

Blue Moon felt that the optimum rear 
end ratio was 4.10, which would put you 
through the quarter-mile traps at 6500 RPM 
with the 4-speed, and 7 grand with the auto. 
Other ratios are available. The rear itself is 
a Strange 60, which is a modern, beefier 
incarnation of a Dana 60. A PowerLok TorSen 
differential acts almost like a locker on a 
drag-style launch, but also works on a road 
course, as it senses torque as you go around 
turns and slows inside wheel in turns-the 
best of both worlds. 

Brakes 

Stopping power comes from Stainless 
Steel Brakes' Tri Power calipers working 

C2005 SiAINLESS STEEL BRAKES CORPORATION 

against 13-in. grooved (not cross-drilled, 
which is race application-only) rotors. 

Initial Drive 

While we were not able to wring out the 
Dart in an extensive road test, we did come 
away with a positive driving impression. The 
car has an excellent road feel, and gives you 
a sense of total control. The manual steering 
is light-almost like it had a power assist, 
and very positive. There is no nose-heavy 
feel at all. That's not to say the car wouldn't 
understeer when pushed, as we didn't get 
the chance to find its limits. 

Money Talks, Nobody Walks 

Prices for the Mr. Norm GSS Hemi Dart 
start at 150 grand, and Mr. Norm has capped 
production at just 40 cars. Several cars 
already have been spoken for. You have your 
choice of any color body and interior. What 
you get is a car, custom-built to the highest 
standards. For example, the bumpers are 
sent out to Advance Plating, arguably the 
best plating shop around. They triple plate 
the bumpers, at a cost to Blue Moon of $950 
per. The same standard goes for the quality 
of carpet and leather for the interior. 

Part of the deal is that, just like in the 
old days, you're flown down to Blue Moon, 
where you get the keys from Mr. Norm 
himself. Then it's dinner for you and your sig
nificant other with Mr. Norm, where you can 

get an earful of some wonderful stories and 
listen to Norm try and sell you undercoat-
ing and mud flaps. Then, it's your choice of 
either three days a week at Disney World or a 
3-day Caribbean cruise. 

Each Dart comes with its own build book, 
documenting the car's construction, and 
Blue Moon's 1-year, 6000-mile, bumper
to-bumper warranty. A better deal than the 
original, which came with no warranty. 

Admittedly, with its bordering on the 
extreme limit of high performance (some 
would say bordering on the insane), a GSS 
Hemi Dart is not for everyone. This car will bite 
you if you don't know what you're doing. So, 
Mr. Norm and Al Kamhi are putting their heads 
together for the next in the series of GSS cars 
that will be forthcoming on a regular basis. 
The concept is called the Mr. Norm's GSS 
Dream Car Program, and they are intended 
to be the quickest street recreations on the 
planet. So if not a Hemi Dart, what would you 
like ... say, a '68 Hemi Charger? Well, if you 
don't pout, or shout, and are not naughty, but 
nice ... who knows? * 

For more info on the Mr. Norm's GSS 
Hemi Dart, including all the aftermar
ket parts that are used, check out our 
website: www.moparaction.com. You 
can contact Blue Moon Performance 
directly, at 888-325-6462. Or email: 
mrnormsgss.com 

SSBC leads the industry in performance disc brake 
conversion and upgrade kits for virtually all popular 
vehicles on the road today. 

• All of our kits bolt to your stock drum brake spindle • no need for a 

difficult spindle change • and feature 4-piston calipers, which 

provide better stopping power than single-piston calipers 

• Kits include 11" rotors, pads. brackets and all other components 

needed for a quick and easy installation 

• Friendly, knowledgeable staff with over 30 years of experience 

• Detailed product listings available on our website 

800.448. 7722 
www.ssbrakes.com 

sssc 
BRAKING RULES'M 
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